Bouncy Tube Blue
Hop, hop, hop: all together now
A classic game in our hexathlon collection: bouncy tubes! Suitable for kids’ parties, and parties organized
for your neighborhood or village and a variety of teambuilding activities. The players (a maximum of four
in total) sit on the tube and have to try and bounce their way to the other side of the track. It goes
without saying that walking is ‘strictly’ forbidden. Like the name suggests, participants have to hop in
pairs, or with three or four players to make it across the finish line. Besides being a wonderful workout
and a perfect way to train your coordination skills, its main benefit is the fun it provides! The inflatable
bounce tubes by JB-Inflatables are available in red and blue.
Article number:
02.020.010.001 Bouncy Tube Blue
02.020.010.002 Bouncy Tube Red

Inflated product

Specifications packaged product

Length

10ft

Length

2ft

Width

2ft

Depth

2ft

Height

2ft

Weight

55lbs

Amount of packages

1x

Please not: the price is per piece!
It takes no more than 5 minutes before you can say: ‘And hop you go!’
It goes without saying that setting up a hexathlon item has to be done as quickly as possible. Well, it is a
very easy job with these bounce tubes: the high-pressure blower we conveniently include allows you to
inflate them within 5 minutes. It only takes one person to set it up and take it, which makes it ideal. To
add to the convenience, we also include a transport bag.
Standard at JB: 5-year warranty
All our items have several reinforced tension points and are multiply stitched to boot. These bouncy tubes
are no exception, they are made of strong, high-quality PVC to make them durable and easy to keep
clean. In addition, we provide a 5-year warranty and a repair service for all our products.
Purchase these bouncy tubes for your hexathlon collection. They will definitely be a favorite item in your
product range - one to win over your customers!
15,000 enthusiastic customers in 15 years for JB
In the 15 years we have been in business, JB has delivered joy to more than 15,000 people around the
world. Our designers, developers and logistics staff supply unique hexathlon and party items and with us
you are always assured of service and a high-quality delivery! It is for good reason our customers tend to
call us ‘creators of greatness’!

General
SKU

02.020.010.001

Warranty

1 year warranty

Service

1 year service

Including

Logbook / manual
Transport bag

